
 PS50A656 - television

50" FHD Ready Plasma TV
SAMSUNG incoporates the revolutionary SAMSUNG Crystal TV® to the new Series 6 Plasma
range.  Avaliable in 50" and 58" an astonishing image and sound quality await you with the
large screen Full HD Series 6 Plasma. It includes an array of features, including Full 1080p
High Definition, DNIe Pro, Ultra FilterBright, 1080p 24p and an outstanding 30000:1 Dynamic
Contrast Ratio, giving you an experience of complete quality

FHD Ready

Experience the highest definition possible today
with Full HD 1080p. Blu Ray movies and next
generation gaming come to life on your screen
with the 1920 x 1080 resolution providing such a
clear image you truly feel part of the action.

30000:1 Dynamic Contrast Ratio

With a Dynamic Contrast Ratio of 30000:1,
images are presented with power, precision and
lifelike detail. The Digital Dynamic Contrast is
controlled by a variable backlight behind the
panel. The internal dimming or brightening of the
PDP backlight creates incredibly dark and bright
images making for a clearer natural image.

Entertainment mode

Entertainment mode provides 3 preset hot-keys
which allow you to access an optimised viewing
environment for movies, games and sports. With
dynamic fast motion imaging, detail enhancement
and colours that burst with life, Entertainment
mode will engage your attention and put you right
in the picture.

4 HDMI

100% pure digital connection synchronises audio
and video signals, ensuring no data loss and pure
viewing perfection. Equipped with 4HDMI inputs,
the SAMSUNG LCD TV Series 4 is more than a
sensational TV; it has the ability to be the centre-
piece of your digital world. The addition of



DNIe Pro

Indulge you eyes with the clearest, most natural
images imaginable. DNIe Pro produces an
incredible depth of detail that captures your eyes
and unlocks your senses. Its advanced Colour
and Motion Optimisers deliver incredibly lifelike
images, and Contrast and Detail Enhancers
combine to provide you with greater depth of
colour.

Anynet+ (HDMI CEC) allows you to control all
connected AV devices from one remote control,
giving you a more integrated entertainment
experience.

VIDEO

Screen Size 50"

Aspect Ratio 16:9

Resolution 1920 x 1080

Contrast Ratio 30000:1

Viewing Angle Over 175 (H/V)
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